A5 Touch Printable

1. Print the A5 Little Senses - Touch on a piece of paper or cardboard for best results.

2. Cut out and add to fridge! Keep a lookout for the rest of the little senses range!

crawl & cruise
Create a textured floor for your baby to crawl around on. If they’re cruising, let their little feet explore:
- carpet
- lino
- fabric
- fur
- bubble wrap
- grass

exploring the great outdoors!
Have fun & explore the garden by finding all the different textures - from crunchy leaves, soft petals, or rough bark on a tree, to a bug or a wiggly worm!!

feel:
leaves, petals, bark, grass, & worms!

lumpy & bumpy!
Place a piece of paper on the bark of a tree & use your little one’s fingers to rub the bumpiness underneath. Is it very bumpy? Are there any other bumpy surfaces you can find?

bath time:
slippery soap, bubbles, soft sponge, bristly toothbrush
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